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Hi Brent, I have two servers which is having Active/Passive cluster setup. I am planning to install standalone instances on this two servers only for reporting services. Reporting services uses database which resides on cluster. In this scenario Reporting services are running on both machines. WE do have license for Active/Passive cluster with Enterprise edition.Do we need to purchase license for both nodes if we implement scale-out architecture then also do we require two licenses Your SCO license grants only permissions needed under copyright and similar rights, and there may be additional rights you need to use it as intended. You should also understand that licensors do not offer warranties or guarantees about the material they
are licensing unless expressly indicated otherwise. All materials are licensed AS IS and a disclaimer of warranties applies unless expressly provided otherwise. If you want to ask for a warranty or guarantee about rights to use the material, you should talk with the licensor before using it. Hi Brent, Thanks for share. I understood your problem and trying to solve it. Can you please advice that I have two servers with each have one licensed instance of SQL server standard edition. I have planned to scale the SQL server up to 10 nodes. If I complete the setting I can scale out the reporting services. Can I use the current SQL server Standard without buying the multi license of SQL Standard, will it cause any issues or downtime Thanks in
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if a license is needed for a version of the software, contact your oracle sales representative and determine whether the version you need is included on the oracle licensing list ( ). for new license purchases, you may view your software licenses by downloading the oracle licensing list from oracle
software delivery cloud ( ). for updates to existing licenses, you may view your software licenses by accessing the oracle licensing list through your existing oracle sales portal account ( ). if you are using more than one version of a product or product family, then you must be licensed for all of

them. if a product or product family is licensed for lower versions (9.4, 10.0, 11.1, 11.2), you should confirm that this product or product family is also licensed for all higher versions of the same product. for example, an instance of oracle database 11.2 with pre-validated base and instance data
may be upgraded to oracle database 11.2 with pre-validated base and instance data. as a result, the licensed version of oracle database 11.2 with pre-validated base and instance data may remain active in your environment until the new version becomes generally available in 2019. you need to
contact oracle to confirm the amount of your oracle database 11.2 with pre-validated base and instance data license is valid for upgrading to oracle database 11. for most software products, the amount of time you have used the version of the software is determined by the date your operating
system becomes out of date. for example, you will have 5 years to use the program before a new version of the program becomes available. the product may be updated for various reasons, including new features and/or bugs are found with the prior versions. to obtain a license for any updates

to the program, you must also purchase a license for the new program. the timeframe for the use of programs covered by this licensing information depends on the software and is specific to each product. 5ec8ef588b
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